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Zinn chapter 1 answers

This passage is a good example of Zinn's approach to historical bias. Zinn idealizes Indian society, suggesting that it was an enlightened utopia, in which people were treated more or less equally. Zinn celebrates Native American science and technology, and suggests that women have not been discriminated against in Native American tribes. In short, history books are too quick
to assume that European explorers conquered Native Americans because they were inherently better (more technologically advanced, more civilized, etc.). In fact, the clearest advantage that Europeans seem to have had over Native Americans was their propensity for violence and cruelty. Also, note that throughout his book Zinn refers to Native Americans as Indians: although he
seems to recognize that Indians is an inaccurate and, in some way, offensive term, he seems to have decided to use the term because, at the time he was writing, it was the most common and accessible term for his readers. (For the purposes of this LitChart, in our analysis we will use the term Native Americans because it is less potentially offensive, more geographically
accurate, and more commonly used in the 2010s than it was in the 1980s.) According to Zinn, what is your primary purpose of writing The History of the People of the United States? Howard Zinn is basically evoking American history. Its main goal is to show the perspective of the other side in major events that took place in America. It retells the story by adding details that are left
out or shortened. What is Zinn's thesis for pages 1-11? *What pages? Zinn talks about how Columbus wasn't a hero. We should not celebrate him for his discoveries because he killed many natives. History books never mention or mention some of what Columbus did to the people. According to Zinn, how is Columbus portrayed in traditional history books? Colombus is portrayed
as someone who is a hero. He was seen as someone brave and risking his life to look for places that were not known. Why does Zinn challenge Henry Kissinger's statement: Is history the memory of states? Zinn argues that Henry Kissinger only wrote from the point of view of the leaders of Austria and England. He ignored people who suffered like workers, farmers, people of
color, and only the lower class. What is Zinn's basic critique of historian Samuel Eliot Morison's book, Christopher Columbus, Mariner? Zinn says Morison refuses to lie about Columbus, but he only mentions the truth quickly and soon and goes to other things that are important to him. Morison is basically saying that the mass murder occurred, but it's not that important and should
not affect our judgment toward Columbus. What big problem does Bartolome de las Casas bring to the fore about Spanish expeditions in the Caribbean? The Spaniards treated the Indians very badly. They walked on their backs were in a hurry. They would test the sharpness of their knife by cutting or cutting the Men suffered and died mining gold. Women died from overwork,
men die from mining, and children from lack of milk. Identify an initial and subsequent motive that led Columbus to oppress indigenous peoples. An initial and subsequent reason was that Columbus was promised fame, government for new lands found, and 10% profit to bring back gold and spices. He oppressed the Indian people because he thought they knew where the gold
was. He thought gold was a sign of being very rich. What was the final destination of the Arawak Indians? The Arawak Indians were giving such difficult tasks to complete. Columbus kept them as prisoners on this ship and forced them to take him to places where he can find gold and they usually died of the cold. The king was promised gold and slaves and many died to seek gold
or be a slave. They were punished sometimes too. What was the meaning of Quetzalcoatl? The Aztecs thought Hernando Cortes was legendary. He had died three hundred years before promising to return to Quetzalcoatl. They really trusted him and were welcome to their Aztec society. They gave him gold and silver. Little did they know the Spaniards were going to hurt them.
Compare the strategies and reasons behind Cortez's conquest of the Aztecs and Pizzaro's conquest of the Incas. Both Pizzaro and Cortez destroyed nations for gold and slaves. They wanted to finance the monarchical bureaucracies that were hitting Western Europe. They wanted to participate in the primitive accumulation of capital Both used similar strategies when killing the
mass amount of people. What were the main causes of war between the Powhatans and the English settlers? Richard Greenville burned down an entire Indian village when an Indian stole a small silver cup. Jamestown was established within an Indian association led by Indian chief Powhatan. When Chief Powhatan refused to return the English who went to seek protection during
the famine period, the English burned houses, killed some Indians, took the queen and her children, and killed them. The Indians were furious and killed 347 Englishmen, women and children. Discuss the meaning of Powhatan's statement: Why will you forging what you can have silently for love? He is saying that he and his people will give them whatever they want if they are
willing to approach in a friendly manner. He's saying that because they need to fight for something they can just have. Why go through destroying people's lives? Explain Governor John Winthrop's legal and biblical justification for taking indigenous lands. The Puquot and Narragansett tribes failed to protect their land for agricultural and agricultural purposes. Their right doesn't
matter because they're not people to them. Explain the main war tactic used by the English against the Indians. They used a tactic used by Cortes and cautious attacks against for the purpose of scaring the enemy. Enemy. for Roger Williams, how do the English generally justify their attacks on the Indians? All men of conscience or prudence ply to windward, to keep their wars
being defensive. What happened to the approximately 10 million Indians living in North America at the time of Columbus' arrival? The 10 million Indians were reduced to less than a million diseases introduced by the whites. Evaluate the statement: If there are sacrifices to be made for human progress, is it not essential to maintain the principle that those to be sacrificed should
make the decision themselves? The statement basically means that sacrifice has to be made sometimes to move on, but to make certain sacrifices, you have to think and make a better decision. How does Zinn try to prove that the Indians weren't inferior? Give examples. He claims all his achievements that they did without the help of the English. They build large buildings placed
between mountains and cliffs to protect from enemies. They used irrigation channels, ceramics, fabric made of cotton, and baskets woven before European explorers. Hi, as good as the complete work is. Enter the surname 1 teacher's name Date Date course Conclusions made about the Arawaks, their culture and temperament Arawaks were fearless even when Columbus and
his sailors arrived on shore armed with swords and speaking strangely, they just met and greeted them; they were so happy, and they came with some food, water and other gifts (Greenblatt, Stephen, 2017). They had no clothes, full of wonders and too free to negotiate everything they had with Columbus. Columbus promises Upon returning with some diamonds and spices from
his attempts at exploration, Columbus received the promise that he should earn 10% of the profit, the government on the new lands found and fame. Rodrigo and why he is significant Rodrigo was one of the sailors; he was the first to see the light of the moon that morning and cried out as they had agreed. He was the first to see the land, and then he was entering the last name 2
get the combined ... Agreed...
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